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ABSTRACT
In this work, we propose a feedback scheme to drive
the packet recombination process at the network nodes in a
collaborative Network Coding (NC) scenario. Our scheme
addresses the issue of determining which symbols are more
helpful at the receivers to recover the message and how to
accordingly recombine the received packets at the intermediate nodes where the original symbols are not available. We
experimentally demonstrate that our scheme increases the
coding efficiency and reduces the computational complexity
at the decoder in a video communication scenario without
using explicit feedback messages.
Index Terms— Feedback, Network Coding, P2P, Video
Streaming
1. INTRODUCTION
Network Coding (NC) [1] has attracted a lot of interest recently due to its ability to maximize the useful network
throughput in multicast communications. In a classic NC
scenario [2], a source node shares a message with multiple
receivers in the network. The source node divides the message in input symbols and transmits linear combinations of
the symbols to some intermediate nodes. The intermediate
nodes relay linear combinations of the received packets to the
receiver nodes until they have recovered the input symbols.
After collecting enough independent packets, the receiver
solves a system of linear equations and recovers the symbols and the message. In this work, we focus on a scenario
where the nodes cooperate to distribute a message (a video
content) by exchanging linear recombinations of the received
packets. Wang et al. showed that NC enables robust video
delivery and reduces the bandwidth requirements in an lowdelay videoconferencing application [3]. Wang and Li [4]
proposed a random-push video streaming protocol, showing
that NC reduces the initial buffering delay improving the
video quality.
Previous research demonstrated the benefits of feedbackbased linear coding over pure random linear coding [5].
Sundararajan et al. [6] considered low-delay communications
with online coding, where the source broadcasts linear combinations of the input symbols to multiple receivers. Each

receiver signals to the source the list of the symbols it has not
seen yet, i.e. symbols that are helpful to recover the message,
with explicit feedback, and the source adjusts the encoding
scheme accordingly. This scheme reduces the time required
to recover the symbols at the receivers and enables to earlydrop the symbols from the input queue of the source. Yang et
al. [7] proposed to incorporate orthogonal coding to provide
feedback in NC systems, where the feedback information is
represented by the number of packet received by each node.
While existing feedback schemes focus on controlling the
coding at the source, little attention has been devoted to design feedback schemes to control the packet recombination at
the network due to the issues that must be addressed: i) the input symbols are usually unknown at the network nodes, which
are constrained to recombine the received packets ii) the list
of unseen symbols should be determined without increasing
the computational complexity of the node iii) the feedback
information should load as little as possible the network
In this paper, we propose a feedback scheme to drive the
recombination of the received packets at the network nodes.
Each node determines the subset of the input symbols that it
has already seen by exploiting the packet decoding process
without additional computations. Such information can be
represented in a more compact way than the list of unseen
symbols and can be embedded in the packets exchanged by
the nodes avoiding explicit feedback. Finally, the network
nodes exploit the feedback information restricting the recombinations to a subset of the received packets. The experiments
show that our scheme increases the coding efficiency in a
video conferencing scenario and reduces the computational
complexity of the decoding process in a a video streaming
application. while in this work we consider coding operations
over GF (2) due to the its low computational complexity [8],
our findings could be in principle extended to coding operations over a generic GF (q).
2. BACKGROUND: RANDOM NC OVER GF(2)
We model the network as a graph G(V, E) where each vertex V = {N0 , ..., N|V | } of the graph is a node of the network. The source N0 divides the message to be distributed to
the network nodes in a sequence (M0 , ..., MN −1 ) of N input

symbols, where N is called message size. When the opportunity to transmit a packet arises,
source randomly combines
Pthe
−1
the input symbols as X = N
i=0 gi Mi . The sum operator
is the bitwise XOR (⊕), as we consider coding operations
over GF (2). The vector g = (g0 , ..., gN −1 ) ∈ (GF (2))N is
known as coding vector and each of its elements gi is drawn
at random so that P{gi = 1} = 12 , ∀ i. The null coding
vector (i.e., gi = 0 for any i) represents no useful information, so the source is constrained to avoid encoding packets
with null coding vector (g 6= 0). Finally, the packet P (g, X)
composed by the encoded payload X and the corresponding
coding vector g is sent to the network [9]. The network nodes
store the received packets and relay a random linear combination thereof at each transmission opportunity. Assuming
that a node has received R packets when a transmission
opP
i
portunity arises, the node computes X ′ = R−1
c
X
and
i
i=0
PR−1
g ′ = i=0 ci g i , where c = (c0 , ..., cR−1 ) is drawn at random in (GF (2))R , and the packet P (g ′ , X ′ ) is sent to the network. When a receiver has collected N linearly independent
packets, it solves the system of linear equations corresponding to the coding vectors of the collected packets and recovers
the message. Due to the random coding, not all the packets
received by a node are linearly independent. Usually a node
needs to collect N ′ > N packets to recover the message. We
′
define as coding overhead the figure ǫ = N
N − 1. When a
node receives a packet P that is linearly independent from
the previously received packets, P is said to be innovative.
The nodes receive encoded packets P (g, X) that are
decoded via On-the-Fly Gaussian Elimination (OFG) [10].
Other than distributing the computational complexity of message recovery over time as similar early-decoding algorithms,
OFG enables the feedback mechanism that we propose in this
paper. OFG solves a system of N linear equations GM = C,
where G is the N × N decoding matrix that stores the coding
vectors of the received packets as rows. C is the payload
vector, containing the encoded payloads X and M are the
input symbols Mi to recover. For the sake of simplicity, we
describe only the operations on the received coding vectors
g and on the G matrix. In the following, we indicate the i-th
row of G as Gi and the j-th element of the i-th row of G
as Gi,j . When all the elements of Gi are equal to zero, we
define Gi empty and we write Gi = ∅. The OFG algorithm is
divided in two stages, triangularization and diagonalization.
The triangularization is described in Algorithm 1, which is
executed every time a packet P (g, X) is received and builds
an upper-triangular G matrix. Let s ∈ [0, N − 1] be the
position of the first element of g equal to one (i.e., gi = 0 for
i < s.) If Gs = ∅, g is inserted in G as Gs (line 4), otherwise
g and Gs collide and are swapped (line 7). Then, if g is
identical to Gs , P is not innovative and the algorithm ends
(lines 9). Otherwise, g is XOR’ed with Gs and the while cycle iterates (line 11). After receiving N linearly independent
packets, the input symbols Mi are recovered via backward
substitution during the following diagonalization stage.

Algorithm 1 OFG, Triangularization
1: while true do
2:
s ← position of 1-st element of g equal to 1.
3:
if Gs = ∅ then
4:
Gs ← g
5:
end
6:
else
7:
swap Gs and g
8:
if g = Gs
9:
end
10:
g ← g ⊕ Gs
11:
end if
12: end while

3. FEEDBACK-BASED NETWORK CODING
3.1. Feedback Generation and Delivery
For any node Nr , r ∈ [1, |V |], we define the relative decoding matrix and payload vector as Gr and C r respectively. For
any Nr , k r ≤ N is the number of linearly independent packets collected by the node and it is equal to the rank of Gr . Let
mrk ≤ k r be the first empty row of Gr after receiving k r independent packets, i.e. Grmk = ∅ and Gri 6= ∅ for any i < mrk .
r
Let H mk be the linear subspace of GF (2)N spanned by the
first mrk rows of Gr . In our scheme, the nodes exchange mrk
as feedback information rather than the list of the seen symbols. The number of bits required to represent mrk is log2 (N )
bits, so Nr embeds mrk in any packet it transmits with little signaling overhead. Therefore, we assume that node Nt ,
t 6= r, knows mrk before it encodes a packet P (g, X) addressed to Nr as described below.
3.2. Feedback-Driven Recombinations at the Nodes
Let Nt be a network node that is given the opportunity to
transmit a packet to the network and let us assume that Nr is
selected as recipient. Nt recombines the rows of Gt , which
are an (incomplete) basis for the linear space spanned by all
the linear combination P
of the input symbols. Nt recombines
N −1
the rows of Gt as g = i=0 ci Gti and the payloads as X =
PN −1
t
i=0 ci Ci , where ci is drawn as

0 if i < mrk
P{ci = 1} =
(1)
1/2 if i ≥ mrk
with the constraint that c 6= 0. If Nt has received no feedback
from Nr or Gti = ∅ for i ≥ mrk , it assumes mrk = 0 which
corresponds to the case of random linear coding discussed in
Section 2. In the case where Nt has already recovered the
symbols (or Nt is the source node), the elements of g are
drawn as

0 if i < mrk
P{gi = 1} =
(2)
1/2 if i ≥ mrk

still with the constraint g 6= 0. In general, if c is distributed
following (1) then g is distributed following (2)
3.3. Coding Efficiency Evaluation
We model the probability that a packet encoded according to
the proposed scheme is innovative and we compare over a random coding, feedback-less, reference. The packet P (g, X)
encoded by Nt as described above is innovative at Nr if g is
linearly independent from the k r non-empty rows of Gr . P is
obviously linearly independent from the first mrk rows of Gr ,
r
r
i.e. rows Gri such that i < mrk . Let H k −mk be the linear
subspace of GF (2)N spanned by the k r − mrk rows Gri such
r
r
that i > mrk . P is hence innovative if g ∈
/ H k −mk , i.e. if
r
r
r
g is different from all the 2k −mk elements in H k−mk . Recalling the constraint g 6= 0, P is innovative if g is different
r
r
r
from the 2k −mk − 1 elements in H k−mk not counting the
null vector 0. On the other hand, the number of the possible
linear combinations of the input symbols such that gi 6= 0 and
r
i ≤ mrk is equal to 2N −mk −1. Therefore, the probability that
P encoded according to our scheme is innovative at Nr is
r

(m−F B)

Pinn

=1−

−mrk

2k
−1
r
2N −mk − 1

(3)

In a reference case where no feedback is available, Nt randomly encodes the input symbols (source node) or the packets collected so far (network node) as described in Section 2.
The probability that the coded packet P is innovative at Nr
can be derived from (3) posing mrk = 0 and is equal to
r

(noF B)

Pinn
(m−F B)

=1−

2k − 1
.
2N − 1

(4)

(noF B)

∀ mrk (mrk ≤ k r by defi≥ Pinn
We have Pinn
nition), so our feedback scheme increases the probability to
encode an innovative packet.
3.4. Computational Complexity Evaluation
We model the computational complexity CD of recovering
the message at node N r for the proposed and the feedbackless reference schemes. CD is measured in terms of average
number of XOR operations performed by the OFG to recover
the message. CD is the sum of a component related to the
OFG triangularization stage, CD,t , and a component related
to the diagonalization stage, CD,d (i.e., CD = CD,t + CD,d ).
CD,d depends on the number of non-zero elements of Gr at
the end of triangularization stage and is independent from the
considered feedback scheme. As at the beginning of this stage
Gr is upper triangular and P{Gri,j = 1} = 12 for j > i
(Gri,j = 1 if i = j), the average number of non-zero elements
2

of Gr is N4 . On the contrary, CD,t depends on the number of collisions performed to insert each packet received by
node Nr in Gr at line 10 of Algorithm 1. Such figure depends

on the number of non-empty rows of Gr that could be XORed
with the coding vector of the received packet. On the average,
each non-empty row of Gr collides with the received packet
with probability 21 . Since the new packet coding vector does
not collide with the first mrk rows of Gr , it is inserted in Gr afkr −mr
ter 2 k XOR operations, where mrk = 0 for the feedbackless reference scheme. So, the computational complexity of
the triangularization stage for the proposed feedback-based
coding scheme is
(m −F B)

CD,dk

=

N−1
X
kr =0

(noF B)

where CD,d

N−1
N−1
X mr
X mr
kr
(noF B)
k
k
−
= CD,d
−
, (5)
2
2
2
r
r
k =0
k =0

is the complexity of the reference scheme
(m −F B)

(noF B)

∀ mrk ,
≤ CD
without feedback. We have CD k
proving that our scheme reduces the computational complexity of recovering the message by reducing the number of operations needed to insert a new row in the decoding matrix.
4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We experiment in two different scenarios, i.e. low-delay
video conferencing and live video streaming. In the former
scenario, the constraints on the decoding latency impose to
reduce the message size N , which yields high coding overhead. In the latter scenario the latency constraints are looser
and allow higher N , which reduces the coding overhead
however at the price of higher decoding complexity. We evaluate the impact of our scheme on the coding overhead in the
videoconferencing scenario and on the decoding complexity
in the streaming scenario.
4.1. Two-Users Videoconferencing
We consider a videoconferencing scenario similar to [3]
where two users exchange two video streams. Each video
stream is encoded in H.264/AVC format at 1 Mbit/s and is
subdivided in messages composed by independently decodable Groups of Pictures (GoPs). The nodes exchange packets
where the encoded video payload is equal to 1250 bytes over a
symmetric link with a 50 ms delay, accounting for the fact that
in real applications the nodes receive slightly outdated feedback information. Each node transmits linear combinations
of the input symbols of one message of the outgoing video
stream and receives coded packets for one of the messages
of the incoming stream at a time. Node Nr appends the mrk value relative to the message being currently decoded to each
packet of the outgoing stream. Node Nt encodes the input
symbols of the outgoing messages following (2) exploiting
the mrk -feedback provided by Nr (i.e. no explicit feedback is
used). Moreover, we consider the case where Nr appends the
mrk -value only every f transmitted packets to Nt to assess
how the feedback frequency affects the performance of our
scheme. As a reference, we consider a feedback-less scheme

receive feedback by the network nodes). Each time a transmission opportunity arises for a node, it selects one of its peer
nodes and relies on our feedback scheme to select which rows
of the G matrix to recombine. Let Nr be the node drawn by
Nt as the recipient of the packet to be transmitted. At the
moment of transmitting the packet, Nt recombines the rows
of Gt as shown in (1) exploiting the mrk -feedback provided
by Nr . Finally, before transmitting the packet, the node appends the m-value to it to provide the feedback information
required by its peers. Figure 2 shows how feedback scheme
reduces the computational complexity CD of recovering the
message. As for any Gaussian Elimination-like algorithm, the
number of XOR operations between rows of G is quadratic
with the message size N . The figure shows that our scheme
reduces the decoding complexity by nearly 50% by reducing
the number of XOR operations performed during the triangularization stage of the OFG algorithm. While the encoding
overhead is less of a problem that in the previous scenario,
our scheme still reduces the coding overhead up to 10%. The
signaling bandwidth required to embed the m-feedback information in the transmitted packets is below 1 kbit/s, that is
less than 0.1% of the test video bandwidth.
25

Overhead [kbit/s]

3

CD [XOR * 10 ]

(No-FB) where the nodes do not embed any feedback information in the transmitted packets. As in a videoconferencing
application the end-to-end latency should be constrained as
much as possible, we experiment with messages of 13, 26,
and 51 symbols, which correspond to a decoding delay of
0.125, 0.25 and 0.5 seconds respectively.
Figure 1 shows the coding overhead in terms of required
extra bandwidth as a function of the message size N and the
feedback period f and the inherent tradeoff between coding
efficiency and decoding delay. Our scheme produces the most
significant gains when N is small and the coding efficiency is
low, which is the case of most interest in low-delay communications. If feedback is provided with each transmitted packet
(f =1), the coding overhead drops from about 60 to 20 kbit/s
with a 40 kbit/s (66%) gain over the reference. Even if feedback is provided every 2 and 4 transmitted packets (f =2 and
f =4), our feedback scheme reduces the coding overhead by,
respectively, 25 and 20 kbit/s (50% and 33% less overhead
than the reference). The maximum signaling bandwidth required to embed the m-feedback is around 800 bit/s for the
case f = 1, which corresponds to 0.08% of the bandwidth
of the test video. This figure further reduces to 400 and 200
bit/s (0.04% and 0.02% of the video bandwidth) for the cases
f = 2 and f = 4, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Coding overhead in videoconferencing scenario as a
function of message size N and feedback period f . Feedback
improves coding efficiency in low-delay applications.
4.2. Multiple-Users Video Streaming
We now consider a video streaming scenario where one
source node distributes a live stream to 10 cooperating receivers organized using the NC-based P2P video streaming
protocol described in [11]. The network nodes are organized
into a non acyclic, unstructured, mesh of cooperating peers
that exchange linear combinations of the received packets.
The source node divides a video stream encoded at 1 Mbit/s
in messages of 50, 100 or 200 symbols N , which yields
decoding latencies of 0.5, 1 or 2 seconds respectively. The
source node randomly selects one of the network nodes at
each transmission opportunity and transmits random linear
combinations of the input symbols (i.e., the source does not

Fig. 2. Computational complexity of recovering the message
as a function of the message size N is reduced by a factor of
two by our feedback scheme.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a feedback scheme to control the packet recombination process at the nodes of the network where the input
symbols are often not available. The experimental evaluation shows consistent gains in terms of coding efficiency in
a videoconferencing application and computational complexity in video streaming scenario with respect to a reference
scheme where no feedback is employed.
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